THE FUTURE TODAY
WHITEPAPER 2.0

Executive Summary
CMGCoin was developed as a great idea, linking a functional system and
an ecosystem with an ERC-20 based utility token, so that end users can
operate in a safe and uncomplicated environment, satisfying the different
needs they may have.

The core of CMGCoin is CRYPTO MINING GROUP, which is CMGCoin's
main project. The two projects together constitute an ecosystem that
completely changes the paradigm of investment in cryptocurrencies.

CRYPTO MINING GROUP is a platform that unites in the same place a
semi-assisted bitcoin trading system, with its own third generation bots
and a very powerful and totally sustainable affiliation reward system.

CMGCoin is integrated in CRYPTO MINING GROUP as a currency to pay
for the platform's premium services, since in the world of cryptocurrencies
there was a gap in this regard. This is how CMGCoin was born, to offer a
collection and payment platform in the ecosystem of online services.

What is the nature of your profession or the type of experience you have
in Crypto ?, related activities in the past. The platform provides leverage
to generate income for each user, regardless of their experience.

CMGCoin and CRYPTO MINING GROUP grant the user a total ecosystem
of financial services. This is a more lucrative and green opportunity, as
well as providing cheaper and safer transactions.
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CMGCoin (CMG).
CMGCoin is an ERC-20 token from Ethereum. The Ethereum blockchain,
unlike Bitcoin, has been created to be a complete integrated ecosystem.
Therefore, its developers created new mechanisms to facilitate certain
tasks. An example of this was improving the ability to create new coins
"on" an existing blockchain. Something possible with Bitcoin and that we
observe in the so-called colored coins. To achieve this, the developers of
Ethereum created the ERC-20 tokens.

HOW WAS CMGCoin CREATED?
ERC-20 tokens are, in principle, smart contracts that run on the Ethereum
blockchain. They operate within a programmatic framework established
by the Ethereum team. This framework is broad enough to allow different
uses without interrupting the operation of the Ethereum blockchain. For
example, they can maintain subcontracting parallel to the main Ethereum
ledger, having their own unit of account. All this, without mixing the Ether
balances of the addresses. But by ensuring the transparency, traceability
and security provided by the Ethereum network.
With all this, our team decided to create our own cryptocurrency under
the Ethereum blockchain and take advantage of all this potential and all
the possibilities that the Ethereum network offers us.

WHAT DOES CMGCoin HAVE TO OFFER?
We understand the potential of the cryptocurrency industry, as well as the
risks associated with investing. Then we decided to create a
cryptocurrency, where interested people can invest with the lowest
possible risks.
More importantly, a cryptocurrency that has real utility beyond artificial
speculation, therefore with broad usability that can become a growth
channel.
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All of this resulted in CMGCoin, which creates a perfect balance between
potential profit and actual profit.
While we developed the cryptocurrency, the main focus was on profit.
CMGCoin hopes to be different by relying on its own core network, to
ensure the security and scalability of the platform in the most efficient way.
Integrating all the potential and technology of the smart contracts of the
Ethereum network in our payment platform, so that the end user who uses
CMGCoin for the payment of digital services, has the highest degree of
security and transparency of their payments and hired services.

UTILITY OF CMGCoin
CMGCoin has its own payment platform that can be easily integrated,
making it the ideal currency to use on the Internet as a means of payment
on any online platform. If we add to all this fast transactions, security of
transactions, anonymity, etc. We find the ideal currency.
We also have to take into account the associated services offered through
CRYPTO MINING GROUP, the mother platform of CMGCoin, bitcoin
trading that work together to multiply profits and a multi-level system that
is undoubtedly unique in the world of cryptocurrencies.
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Why is CMGCoin different?
ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN
Ethereum is certainly a blockchain designed to support a multiple, welldefined and interoperable ecosystem. But these characteristics would not
be possible without the use of smart contracts and advances such as ERC20 tokens. It is thanks to the use of these two tools, that Ethereum has
become the second most important cryptocurrency in the crypto world.
But that's only the beginning, the evolution of Ethereum as a blockchain is
leading to existing projects improving, and new projects adding value to
it. Under this scenario, the development of Ethereum and technologies
such as ERC-20 tokens is promising. One more demonstration that the
tokenized world is possible and that it is only a matter of time to develop
it.

TOTAL SUPPLY
Limited issuance of the token to 10,000,000 units with burns programmed
to revalue its price. Achieve lasting financial sustainability over time.

ASSOCIATED SERVICES
CMGCoin has associated services through its main project CRYPTO
MINING GROUP, which will only add value that most cryptocurrencies
don't have.
Investment services in the financial and commercial markets. They make
CMGCoin a stable project over time.

**** All of these features are explained with details in this Whitepaper.
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Technical Characteristics
Currency name:

CMGCoin

Nomenclature:

CMG

BlockChain:

Ethereum

Type:

ERC-20

Contract:

0x5fd1fFA1d817e2BC1E594081A9f883A8707e959c

https://etherscan.io/address/0x5fd1fFA1d817e2BC1E594081A9f883A8707e959c

Total number of coins:

10.000.000

Total number of pre-mined coins:

10.000.000

Number of decimals:
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Integrate CMGCoin into my Online
Platform
CMGCoin has been designed to be used as a secure payment method on
online platforms, we will create a large network of platforms that use our
cryptocurrency for their services and, therefore, have massive utility,
reaching great value in the market.
The platforms that join the CMGCoin payment network will have great
advantages when they use our cryptocurrency as a means of payment. In
addition to using technology such as fast, secure and anonymous
transactions, using the smart contracts of the Ethereum network. What it
offers platforms that join a plus of competitiveness and a great advantage
over their competition.
We have created an exclusive payment platform, with state-of-the-art
technology, to be able to integrate it into the platforms that wish to join the
project.
To request to join the project and use CMGCoin on your online platform,
you must send an EMAIL to mailto:info@cmgcoin.io requesting
information, our technicians will contact you to inform you about the
characteristics and start the integration process if requested.
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Presale Phase
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the pre-sale phase is to first publicize our project and
begin to give utility to our cryptocurrency.
We also get income to finance our CMGCoin project and the CRYPTO
MINING GROUP mother platform. That although the projects are already
well advanced, we still have things to implement in order to give the best
user experience to our customers.
On the part of the investors who help us in this phase, they will obtain great
profits when buying in this phase, since once CMGCoin leaves the market,
immediately after the presale phase, they will have a great gain with
respect to the purchase value and you will see how the currency is rapidly
revalued by the great value that our cryptocurrency brings.

DURATION
The duration of the Presale period will be exactly 3 months, from
September 8, 2019 until December 8, 2019. After this period, CMGCoin
sales will not be offered again with advantageous discounts on the market
price.

WHAT ARE THE FUNDS COLLECTED TO BE DESTINED?
The funds raised in the pre-sale phase will be used by the CMGCoin
project, CRYPTO MINING GROUP and for the constitution of the company
that will host both projects.
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CMGCoin:
Improve the payment and integration platform in continuous development.
Launch in the best Exchanges.
Search for new platforms to implement CMGCoin.
CRYPTO MINING GROUP:
Platform improvements.
Development of premium services (arbitration and cryptocurrency
trading).
Apart from all this, 1% of all the benefits generated for life will be allocated
to the social work of CMGCoin.
At the end of the pre-sale phase the NGO to which these funds will go will
be announced and the first contribution will be made with the proceeds
up to that moment, then a contribution will be made with the
corresponding annually.

ADVANTAGES OF BUYING IN THE PRE-SALE PHASE
Buying in the Presale phase has great advantages with discounts of up to
40% of the market price. The market price is expected to rise with respect
to the starting price that, together with the discounts for pre-purchase
purchases, makes this a unique opportunity to take a great advantage in
the CMGCoin project.
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Road Map

Q2 2020
LAUNCH OF DE CMGCoin 2.0

Q2 2020
LIST OF CMGCoin IN THE FIRST
EXCHANGE AND MARKET LAUNCH

Q3 2020
START OF THE FIRST MARKETING
PHASE AND IMPLEMENTATION IN
CRYPTO MINING GROUP

Q4 2020
LAUNCH OF NEW FUNCTIONALITIES
IN THE SMART CONTRACT

Q4 2020
STAR OF THE SECOND MARKETING
PHASE FORT THE MASSIVE
IMPLEMENTATION OF CMGCoin ON
DIFFERENT PLATFORMS

Q1 2021
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOCIAL
AND HUMANITARIAN ACTION OF
CMGCoin
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Team

JOSÉ CARLOS
CEO

DANIEL

JOSÉ LUIS

OPERATIONS MANAGER

DEVELOPER

JOSÉ DANIEL

JULIÁN

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER

DEVELOPER MANAGER
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Legal information
CMGCoin is a product and a brand belonging to the company CRYPTO
MINING GROUP LTD.
CRYPTO MINING GROUP LTD, company legally registered in England
and Wales with registration number 12554974 on April 14, 2020.
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Disclaimer
To make the best use of this whitepaper we highly recommend you to go
through all the pages so that you come to know about the Revolutionary
Idea the CMGCoin and CRYPTO MINING GROUP platform bring for the
users.

In case, if you convince yourself to use this platform then you are
requested to seek independent advice from only professional Advisors
covering the legal and financial aspects in case of any doubt or confusion.

This Disclaimer is intended for all those people who are reading or have
access to this documentation (whitepaper) regardless of the medium of
communication or platform. This whitepaper has been created with the
utmost care and precaution by the team of CMGCoin platform.

All the information provided in this document is solely for the purpose of
education & awareness regarding the project and in any circumstances
should not be treated as any kind of financial advice or invitation to
participate in an investment scheme.

https://cmgcoin.io/
info@cmgcoin.io

Note: This platform does not make any efforts to influence the readers to
formulate any Investments strategy.
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